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BY J IM MOORE
Working Smarter

How To Do Online
Work in Batch

As a database administrator, I am fre-
quently making physical changes to

database files: giving them more space,
changing their page sizes or moving them
around. I use a "stage-with-a-new-name"
technique to accomplish 95 percent of these
changes. That is, all the new definitions and
files are prepared and allocated during the
normal workday, but they remain inactive due
to the use of different names for the staged
components. At activation time, usually in the
wee hours of the morning, the staged compo-
nents are renamed (and possibly "refreshed")
as of an exact point in time (a "quiesce" point
in DBA jargon). These staged components
typically consist of the following:

● Allocated database files with the new
physical characteristics whose dataset
names end with a low-level qualifier
of ".NEW".

● Link-edited database definition tables
(load library PDS members) whose
names are identical to the active
names except that they end in the
letter "N" (New).

Since I am a big fan of a good night's
sleep, I have developed several methods for
performing online work via staged batch
processes. During the day, renaming things
like PDS members and files is easily done
via TSO/ISPF facilities. However, at 3 a.m.
on Sunday, having to stumble out of bed and
fire up a Telnet dial-up just to rename some-
thing as of a point in time is not so easy.

RENAMING DATASETS IN BATCH

There are two common ways to accom-
plish batch dataset renames: IDCAMS
ALTER or TSO in batch. I prefer to use
TSO in batch. Figure 1 shows the JCL

required to accomplish a batch rename.
Some points to note include the following:

● Use IKJEFT1B as a PGM= name
instead of IKJEFT01. IKJEFT1B will
issue a non-zero return code if any
command entered at SYSTSIN fails.
Use this feature for subsequent
COND CODE checking (// IF RC NE
0 THEN).

● ISPF is not needed to invoke pure TSO
commands in batch. Since the
RENAME command entered at
SYSTSIN is the TSO RENAME com-
mand, there is no need to code elaborate

ISPF concatenations for the "ISP" DD
names. Only the SYSTSIN and SYST-
SPRT DD names are required.

● Use the "+" continuation character in
SYSTSIN to break up long lines but be
careful to end the entire command
without the continuation character. I
leave a completely blank line between
each RENAME to help visualize exactly
where the command ends.

The TSO RENAME command is easy to
understand and use. It does have one draw-
back, however. It places an exclusive
enqueue (DISP=OLD) on the datasets that
are being renamed. This is exactly what I
want when the dataset being renamed is not
a PDS. When renaming PDS members, the
exclusive enqueue of the RENAME com-
mand is a pain. Most of the load libraries in
which I need to rename members are con-
stantly allocated (DISP=SHR) to some
started task. So, I had to develop an ISPF
REXX EXEC to rename and delete members
in batch.

RENAMING AND DELETING PDS
MEMBERS IN BATCH

Figure 2 shows the source code to a
REXX EXEC named BATCHPDS. It uses
ISPF LM (Library Management) services

This is the major idea
behind "batching up"

online rename
processes. If you can

anticipate what needs
to be done ahead of

time, why not prepare
everything ahead

of time?

The RENAME TSO command places an exclusive enqueue on the datasets being renamed.

//BATCHTSO EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1B 
//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSTSIN  DD *
RENAME 'PROD.PO.NBR.XREF'     +

'PROD.PO.NBR.XREF.OLD'

RENAME 'PROD.PO.NBR.XREF.NEW' +
'PROD.PO.NBR.XREF'

FIGURE 1: RENAMING A DATASET USING BATCH TSO
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to perform either a PDS member delete or
rename. The real trick here is the use of the
SHRW enqueue parameter on the LMINIT
service. SHRW means shared write. SHRW
causes ISPF to use the RESERVE macro to
reserve the DASD volume to the batch TSO
job. Also, note the use of the NOENQ para-
meter on both the LMMDEL and LMMREN
invocations. Other than this, the code
should be self-explanatory.

Figure 3 lists the JCL required to invoke
BATCHPDS. Note that for the BATCHPDS
EXEC, an ISPF environment is needed.
That is, all required "ISP" DD names
must be coded. Some points to note
include the following:

● Make the ISPPROF dataset a temporary
(NEW,DELETE) dataset. Also, ensure
that the Type-1 IBM table library is
allocated at ISPTLIB. Coupled with a
NEWAPPL of ISP on the ISPSTART, this
will cause the default profile table to be
copied into the temporary profile PDS.

● DUMMY out the ISPLIST and
ISPLOG datasets.

● Use only Type-1 IBM libraries for
ISPTLIB, ISPPLIB, ISPMLIB and
ISPSLIB.

● Allocate the PDS that contains the
BATCHPDS REXX EXEC to both
SYSPROC and SYSEXEC.

● For the ISPSTART invocations, use the
same continuation character (+) to
break up long lines. Also, ensure that
NEWAPPL(ISP) is coded.

● A separate ISPSTART is required for
every member that is to be deleted or
renamed. When deleting a member,
only the OLDMEM name is required.
The REXX PARSE ARG statement will
ignore the missing NEWMEM parameter.

The line mode SAY output will appear at
DD name SYSTSPRT, as will any other
TPUT-type message from TSO/ISPF. The
BATCHPDS EXEC isn't fancy, but it does
the job.

REFRESHING LINKLIST
LOOKASIDE (LLA) IN BATCH

Several of my clients have placed the
PDS load libraries where my batch renam-
ing is occurring under LLA management.
LLA manages the TTR addresses of PDS
members under its control. So, renaming
and deleting members is not enough. The

new TTR must be "refreshed" into the LLA
or all subsequent references to the
renamed/deleted members will still point to
the old versions. This has burned me on at
least one occasion.

There are two ways to do a batch LLA
refresh. The shareware PDS product has a
sub-command that allows an LLA refresh. It
can be invoked using TSO in batch. Or, you
can use the "operator-command-in-JCL"

/* REXX */
ARG FUNC DSN OLDMEM NEWMEM
SAY FUNC DSN OLDMEM NEWMEM
DATAIDI = "DATAIDI"
ISPEXEC "LMINIT DATAID("DATAID") DATASET("''''DSN''''"),

ENQ(SHRW)"
MAXCC = RC
IF MAXCC = 0 THEN DO

ISPEXEC "LMOPEN DATAID("DATAID") OPTION(OUTPUT)"
MAXCC = RC
IF FUNC = 'RENAME' THEN DO

ISPEXEC "LMMREN DATAID("DATAID") MEMBER("OLDMEM"),
NEWNAME("NEWMEM") NOENQ"
MAXCC = RC
IF MAXCC = 0 THEN

SAY MEMBER OLDMEM RENAMED TO NEWMEM IN DSN
END
IF FUNC = 'DELETE' THEN DO

ISPEXEC "LMMDEL DATAID("DATAID") MEMBER("OLDMEM") NOENQ"
MAXCC = RC
IF MAXCC = 0 THEN

SAY MEMBER OLDMEM DELETED FROM DSN
END

END
ISPEXEC "LMCLOSE DATAID("DATAID")"
ISPEXEC "LMFREE DATAID("DATAID")"
ZISPFRC = MAXCC
ISPEXEC "VPUT(ZISPFRC)SHARED"
EXIT MAXCC

FIGURE 2: A REXX EXEC (BATCHPDS) THAT USES ISPF LIBRARY MANAGEMENT (LM) 
SERVICES TO DELETE AND RENAME PDS MEMBERS

//STEP010  EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1B
//SYSPROC  DD DSN=PDS.THAT.CONTAINS.BATCHPDS,DISP=SHR
//SYSEXEC  DD DSN=PDS.THAT.CONTAINS.BATCHPDS,DISP=SHR
//ISPTLIB  DD DSN=SYS1.ISPTLIB,DISP=SHR
//ISPPLIB  DD DSN=SYS1.ISPPLIB,DISP=SHR
//ISPMLIB  DD DSN=SYS1.ISPMLIB,DISP=SHR
//ISPSLIB  DD DSN=SYS1.ISPSLIB,DISP=SHR
//ISPPROF  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(2,2,2)),
//           LRECL=80,RECFM=FB,DSORG=PO
//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*
//ISPLIST  DD DUMMY
//ISPLOG   DD DUMMY
//SYSTSIN  DD   *
ISPSTART +
CMD(%BATCHPDS DELETE PROD.IDMS.LOADLIB IDMSDMCO) +
NEWAPPL(ISP)

ISPSTART +
CMD(%BATCHPDS RENAME PROD.IDMS.LOADLIB IDMSDMCL IDMSDMCO) +
NEWAPPL(ISP)

ISPSTART +
CMD(%BATCHPDS RENAME PROD.IDMS.LOADLIB IDMSDMCN IDMSDMCL) +
NEWAPPL(ISP)

FIGURE 3: JCL TO INVOKE TSO/ISPF IN BATCH
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method (I'll refer to this as OPER-JCL). The
following demonstrates how an LLA
refresh would be coded in JCL. Note that all
that is required is a //, followed by at least
one blank and then the text of the command:

// F LLA,UPDATE=MI

There is one important thing to be aware of
when using OS/390 operator commands in
JCL. Any operator command coded in JCL
is parsed out of the JCL stream during the
initiator conversion process. Then, it is exe-
cuted immediately. This is true even if the
job is submitted with TYPRUN=HOLD.
Because of this, the relative position of the
OPERJCL statement within the job stream
doesn't matter. It could come before any
step, between any two steps or even as the
final statement. It will always be executed
immediately, without any deferral.

To work around this, I use a simple piece
of IEFBR14 JCL that contains the LLA
refresh OPERJCL statement, as shown in
Figure 4. Then, in any job where I need an
LLA refresh as of a point in time (like after
a batch PDS member rename), I invoke
IEBGENER to read/write to an internal
reader to submit the IEFBR14 job. I also use
an Assembler STIMER program to pause
the job stream 30 seconds to ensure that the
LLA refresh has "taken" before continuing.

CONCLUSION

Back in the early 1990s, while on an
overnight MVS IVP for a large oil company,
I was stunned as I watched a sysprog who
should have known better, waste precious
time manually renaming datasets by using
ISPF 3.2. We only had about two hours to

complete the installation verification pro-
cedure and here this guy was slowing
everybody down. Why didn't he batch this
all up in a CLIST or TSO batch rename job?

This is the major idea behind "batching
up" online rename processes. If you can
anticipate what needs to be done ahead of
time, why not prepare everything ahead of
time? Then, when activation needs to occur,
it can be done quickly, accurately and with-
out any human intervention. Heck, we
humans can be at home, fast asleep in our
warm toasty beds!  

NaSPA member Jim Moore is the president of
Concentrated Logic Corporation, a Glendale
Heights, Ill.-based software development firm
specializing in TSO/ISPF/PDF and database
design. He can be reached at conlogco@
ix.netcom.com.

//jobcard
//*
/*JOBPARM SYSAFF=PROD
//*
// F LLA,UPDATE=MI
//*
//IEFBR14 EXEC PGM=IEFBR14

FIGURE 4: SIMPLE "LLA REFRESH" IEFBR14 JOB TO BE SUBMITTED TO THE
INTERNAL READER BY IEBGENER FOR "POINT IN TIME" LLA REFRESHING
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